
  

focused mainly on acoustic styles, playing flamenco and tango 
music on classical guitar. Consequence of Chaos is being billed as 
his return to solid-body electric guitar, and his fans will not be 
disappointed: if anything, his time in the acoustic wilderness has 
only honed his chops and expanded his harmonic sense, while 
bringing a new multicultural flavor to his compositions. This album 
finds him playing both electric and acoustic instruments, and he's 
accompanied by an all-star cast of supporting players that 
includes drummer Steve Gadd, pianist Chick Corea, bassist John 
Patitucci and many others. Recommended. (RA)

 
$19.95

 

Title:   Jazz Shots from the East Coast - Vol. 1 (DVD)

Label:   Video Music, Inc. (dist. MVD) 

Artist:   Various Artists

ISBN:   9786310092645

ISBN-10:   
UPC:   00022891805298

Prod.#:   BEDDVMI 2869052

Cat.#:   2869052NT

Genre:   Music Video - Jazz 

Release type:   New 

Comments:

  

This collection of jazz footage offers no introductions, no context, 
no commentary -- just live filmed and videotaped performances 
by such legendary figures as Bill Evans, Thelonious Monk, Duke 
Ellington, Keith Jarrett and Jimmy Smith. It's part of a series of 
such collections with West Coast and East Coast themes, and 
while the content itself is a treasure trove, the lack of liner notes 
may prove frustrating for some users. Recommended to all 
libraries supporting a strong jazz curriculum. (RA)

ROCK/POP

 
$24.98

 

Title:   Head on the Door

Label:   Rhino 

Artist:   Cure

ISBN:   9786310383378

ISBN-10:   631038337X

UPC:   00081227406325

Prod.#:   BECDRHINE74063

Cat.#:   R2 74063

Genre:   Rock, Alternative Music 

Release type:   Reissue (2-discs) 

Comments:

  

Cure fans can argue endlessly about which of the band's 1980s 
albums are best, but I think I'd put The Head on the Door very 
near the top, just under their wonderful debut. Weird but pop-
smart where previous efforts had just been weird or depressing, 
this one brings together everything the band did best in one 
handy (if slightly too compact) package. The compactness 
problem is solved with this deluxe reissue by the addition of 18 
tracks of demos and rarities. In other words, Rhino does it again. 
(RA)

Title:   Blue Sunshine
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